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ABSTRACT

Metalearning of deep neural network (DNN) architectures and hyperparameters has become an increasingly important area of research. At the same time, network regularization has been recognized as a crucial dimension to effective training of DNNs. However, the role of metalearning in establishing effective regularization has not yet been fully explored. There is recent evidence that loss-function optimization could play this role, however it is computationally impractical as an outer loop to full training. This paper presents an algorithm called Evolutionary Population-Based Training (EPBT) that interleaves the training of a DNN’s weights with the metalearning of loss functions. They are parameterized using multivariate Taylor expansions that EPBT can directly optimize. Such simultaneous adaptation of weights and loss functions can be deceptive, and therefore EPBT uses a quality-diversity heuristic called Novelty Pulsation as well as knowledge distillation to prevent overfitting during training. On the CIFAR-10 and SVHN image classification benchmarks, EPBT results in faster, more accurate learning. The discovered hyperparameters adapt to the training process and serve to regularize the learning task by discouraging overfitting to the labels. EPBT thus demonstrates a practical instantiation of regularization metalearning based on simultaneous training.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Training modern deep neural networks (DNNs) often requires extensive tuning, and many seminal architectures have been developed through a hand-design process that requires extensive expertise [1, 26, 28, 37]. To make this process easier and more productive, automated methods for metalearning and optimization of DNN hyperparameters and architectures have recently been developed, using techniques such as Bayesian optimization, reinforcement learning, and evolutionary search [36, 50, 57]. At the same time, regularization during training has become an important area of research, as preventing overfitting has been identified as crucial to the generalization capabilities of DNNs [27, 51]. An interesting opportunity is therefore emerging: Using metalearning to discover improved regularization mechanisms [2, 5, 44].

One promising such approach is evolution of loss functions. Instead of optimizing network structure or weights, evolution is used to modify the gradients, making it possible to automatically regularize the learning process [9, 18]. However, as in most of the earlier metalearning methods, evolution serves as an outer loop to network training. Such an approach is computationally prohibitive since fitness evaluations in principle need full training of DNNs. Also, the approach cannot adapt loss functions to different stages of learning.

Population-Based Training (PBT) was recently proposed to overcome this limitation in metalearning [21]. PBT interleaves DNN weight training with the optimization of hyperparameters that are relevant to the training process but also have no particular fixed value (e.g., learning rate). Such online adaptation is crucial in domains where the learning dynamics are non-stationary. Therefore, PBT forms a promising starting point for making loss-function optimization practical as well.

Building on PBT, this paper develops Evolutionary Population-Based Training (EPBT) as such an approach through four extensions. First, powerful heuristics from evolutionary black-box optimization are employed to discover promising combinations of hyperparameters for DNN training. In particular, EPBT uses selection, mutation, and crossover operators adapted from genetic algorithms [53] to find good solutions.

Second, a recently developed loss function parameterization based on multivariate Taylor expansions called TaylorGLO [10] is combined with EPBT to optimize loss functions. This parameterization makes it possible to encode many different loss functions compactly and works on a variety of DNN architectures. In prior work, it was found to discover loss functions that result in faster training and better convergence than the standard cross-entropy loss.

Third, an interesting challenge emerges when both loss functions and the weights are adapted at the same time: The problem becomes inherently deceptive. Configurations that allow for fast learning in the beginning are often bad for fine tuning at the end of training. To overcome this problem, EPBT makes use of Novelty Pulsation [45, 46], a powerful heuristic for maintaining population diversity and escaping from deceptive traps during optimization.
Fourth, another challenge with the coadaptation is that training is noisy and can overfit to the validation dataset during evolution. EPBT thus introduces a new variant of knowledge distillation [16] called Population-Based Distillation. This method stabilizes training, helps reduce evaluation noise, and thus allows evolution to make more reliable progress.

Experiments on the CIFAR-10 and SVHN image classification benchmarks with several network architectures show that EPBT results in faster, more accurate learning. An analysis of the shapes of the discovered loss functions suggests that they penalize overfitting, thus regularizing the learning process automatically. Different loss shapes are most effective at different stages of the training process, suggesting that an adaptive loss functions perform better than one that remains static throughout the training, thus taking advantage of the synergy between learning and evolution.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section summarizes relevant work in metalearning and regularization of DNNs, especially through population-based methods. Previous work on loss function optimization and novelty pulsation is also reviewed.

2.1 Metalearning

Metalearning of good DNN hyperparameters and architectures is a highly active field of research. One popular approach is to use reinforcement learning to tune a controller that generates the designs [42, 57, 58]. Another approach is to make the metalearning differentiable to the performance of the DNN, and then learn by gradient descent [31, 34].

Recently, metalearning methods based on evolutionary algorithms (EA) have also gained popularity. These methods can optimize DNNs of arbitrary topology and structure [36], achieving state-of-the-art results e.g. on large-scale image classification benchmarks [44], and demonstrating good trade-offs in multiple objectives such as performance and network complexity [33]. Many of these EAs use proven and time-tested heuristics such as mutation, crossover, selection, and elitism [8, 52, 53] to perform black-box optimization on arbitrary complex objectives. Advanced EAs such as CMA-ES [13] have also optimized DNN hyperparameters successfully in high-dimensional search spaces [32] and are competitive with statistical hyperparameter tuning methods such as Bayesian optimization [24, 49, 50].

2.2 Population-based Training

One challenge shared by every DNN metalearning algorithm is deciding the right amount of training required to evaluate a network architecture and hyperparameter configuration on a benchmark task. Many algorithms simply stop training prematurely, assuming that the partially trained performance is correlated with the true performance [30, 36]. Other methods rely on weight sharing, where many candidate architectures share model layers [42], thus ensuring that the training time is amortized among all solutions being evaluated.

PBT [21] uses the weight sharing approach, which is more computationally efficient. PBT works by alternating between training models in parallel and tuning the model’s hyperparameters through an exploit-and-explore strategy. During exploitation, the hyperparameters and weights of well-performing models are duplicated to replace the worst performing ones. During exploration, hyperparameters are randomly perturbed within a constrained search space. Because PBT never retraining models from scratch, its computational complexity scales only with the population size and not with the total number of hyperparameter configurations searched. Besides tuning training hyperparameters such as the learning rate, PBT has successfully discovered data augmentation schedules [17]. Therefore, PBT serves as a promising basis for the design of EPBT.

2.3 Regularization of DNNs

While metalearning seeks to find good DNN architectures, regularization is concerned about preventing DNNs from overfitting during training or optimization. Besides classic penalty-based approaches such as weight decay [38], there are methods that leverage the structure of DNN layers. One simple but popular approach is dropout [51], which randomly sets the outputs of a layer to zero. This approach helps prevent overfitting by forcing subsequent layers to adapt to the noise generated by the previous layers. A related technique is batch normalization [20], which normalizes the outputs of layers and prevents exploding gradients. These approaches work universally on all most all DNN architectures and problem domains and can even be combined.

Recently, much attention has been focused on manipulating training data to help regularize network training. Advanced data augmentation techniques such as cutout [6], and cutmix [55] purposefully create more diverse distributions of the input data to improve generalization and avoid overfitting. Similarly, adversarial examples [12] are another way to regularize by training the network with inputs that are particularly difficult for it to get right. Techniques such as label smoothing [40] and knowledge distillation/self-distillation [16, 23] soften the training targets to ensure more properly behaved gradients, resulting in better generalization. Along the same lines, loss-function optimization is an alternative method to achieve better regularization through modification of gradients, as will be reviewed next.

2.4 Loss Function Optimization

DNNs are trained through the backpropagation of gradients that originate from a loss function [28]. Loss functions represent the primary training objective for a neural network. The choice of the loss function can have a significant impact on a network’s performance [4, 9, 22]. Recently, Genetic Loss Optimization (GLO) [9] was proposed as a new kind of metalearning, making it possible to automatically discover novel loss functions that can be used to train higher-accuracy neural networks in less time.

In GLO, loss functions are represented as trees and optimized through genetic programming [3]. This approach has the advantage of allowing arbitrarily complex loss functions. However, there are pathological functions in this search space with undesirable behaviors, such as discontinuities. To avoid these issues, this paper uses a loss-function representation based on multivariate Taylor expansions [10], TaylorGLO parameterization is smoother, has guaranteed continuity and adjustable complexity, and is easier to
implement. How these loss functions are optimized with EPBT is described in the next section.

2.5 Novelty Selection and Pulsation

Novelty Selection is a form of novelty search that augments the original fitness-based selection with novelty and thus improves the quality-diversity of the population [29, 45]. Novelty is measured through a behavioral description of the individuals, i.e. a phenotypical feature vector that is not related to fitness. An initial set of $m$ elite candidates is first selected based on fitness and sorted according to their novelty score $S_i$, measured as the sum of pairwise distances $d$ of the individual's behavior vector $b_i$ to those of all other individuals $j$ in the set:

$$S_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} d(b_i, b_j).$$

(1)

The top $k$ candidates from this set are selected as elites, skipping candidates that represent the same cluster.

In principle, fitness-based selection is more greedy than novelty selection, and could result in faster convergence. On the other hand, novelty selection explores more diverse candidates, which could help discover better regularization. In Novelty Pulsation [46], such exploitation and exploration are both leveraged by switching Novelty Selection on and off for every $p$ generations, resulting in faster convergence and more reliable solutions. Novelty Pulsation plays an important role in keeping the population diverse enough to avoid deceptive interactions between weight and loss-function adaptation in EPBT. Furthermore, unlike other novelty-based methods such as Map Elites [39], Novelty Pulsation can be easily integrated with EPBT due to the simplicity of the algorithm and lack of computational overhead from maintaining an archive of individuals.

3 THE EBPT METHOD

This section describes in detail how EPBT implements regularization metalearning. EPBT utilizes genetic operators from black-box optimization to enhance hyperparameter metalearning in PBT, and combines it with loss-function metalearning. Their deceptive and overfitting interactions are mitigated through a selection heuristic based on quality-diversity, and through knowledge distillation.

3.1 Overview

The core concept of EPBT is intuitive and builds on extensive work already done with evolutionary optimization of DNNs [52]. Figure 1 shows how EPBT maximizes the fitness of a population of candidate solutions (individuals) over multiple iterations (generations). As a black-box method, EPBT requires no gradient information but only the fitness value of each individual. With EPBT, it is thus possible to apply metalearning to tasks where meta-grads are not available.

At the beginning of generation $g$, the population $M_g$ consists of individuals $\tilde{M}_g$. Each $\tilde{M}_g = \{D_{gi}, h_{gi}, f_{gi}\}$ where $D_{gi}$ is a DNN model (defined as the weights of an user-specified architecture), $h_{gi}$ is a set of hyperparameters, and $f_{gi}$ is a real-valued scalar fitness. In the Step 1 of the generation, $f_{gi}$ is used to select promising individuals $\tilde{M}_g$ to form a parent set $\tilde{\mathcal{M}}_g$, where $\tilde{\mathcal{M}}_g \subset \tilde{M}_g$. In the Step 2, $\tilde{\mathcal{M}}_g$ is used to create a set $\mathcal{N}_g$, which contains new individuals $\tilde{N}_g$. Each of these new individuals inherits $D_{gi}$ unchanged from its parent $M_{gi}$, but with modified hyperparameters $\tilde{h}_{gi}$. The genetic operators used for generating $\mathcal{N}_g$ will be described in more detail in the next subsection. Finally, in Step 3, each $\tilde{N}_g$ is evaluated by training $D_{gi}$ on a task or dataset, thereby creating a model with updated weights $D_{gi}$. The validation performance of $\tilde{D}_{gi}$ is used to determine a new fitness value $\tilde{f}_{gi}$. Thus, by the end of generation $g$, the population pool contains the evaluated individuals $\tilde{N}_g \in \tilde{\mathcal{N}}_g$, where $\tilde{\mathcal{N}}_g = \{\tilde{D}_{gi}, \tilde{h}_{gi}, \tilde{f}_{gi}\}$. This process is repeated for multiple generations until the fitness of the best individual in the population converges.

Within the core metalearning evolutionary loop, EPBT contains several other components. They include: (1) A collection of genetic operators specifically chosen for the task of hyperparameter optimization. (2) The Novelty Selection and Pulsation search heuristic that improves population diversity by preserving the most novel elites. (3) A TaylorGLO representation of loss functions with parameters that EPBT can optimize. (4) Population-Based Distillation method (PBD) that uses the best model in the population to help train other networks. Each of these components will be described in more detail below.
Algorithm 1 EPBT

Input: max generations $n$, initial population $\mathcal{M}_0$, genetic operators $\tau, \gamma, \xi$

for $g = 0$ to $n - 1$ do
  1. Select $\hat{M}_g = (\hat{D}_g, \hat{h}_g, \hat{f}_g)$ using $\tau$
  2a. Set $\hat{h}_g = \xi((\gamma(\hat{h}_g)))$
  2b. Set $\hat{N}_g = \{\hat{D}_g, \hat{h}_g\}$
  3a. Evaluate $\hat{M}_g$, set $\bar{N}_g = (\bar{D}_g, \bar{h}_g, \bar{f}_g)$
  3b. Set $\hat{M}_{g+1} = \bar{N}_g \cup \hat{M}_g$
end for

Note that since the evaluation of an individual does not depend on other individuals, the entire EPBT process can be parallelized. In the current implementation of EPBT, fitness evaluations are mapped onto a multi-process pool of workers on a single machine. Each worker has access to a particular GPU of the machine, and if there are multiple GPUs available, every GPU will be assigned to at least one worker. For the experiments in this paper, a single worker does not fully utilize the GPU and multiple workers can be trained in parallel without any slowdown.

3.2 Genetic Operators

EPBT uses standard evolutionary black-box optimization operators [53] to tune individuals. This subsection details how EPBT is initialized and how these operators are utilized through the three septs of each generation, with a summary in Algorithm 1.

Initialization: A population with $P$ individuals is created as $\mathcal{M}_0$. For each $M_{0i} \in \mathcal{M}_0$, $D_0i$ is set to a fixed DNN architecture and its weights are randomly initialized. Also, each variable in $h_0i$ is uniformly sampled from within a fixed range and $f_0i$ is set to zero.

Step 1 – Tournament Selection: Using the tournament selection operator $\tau$, $t$ individuals are repeatedly chosen at random from $\mathcal{M}_g$. Each time, the individuals are compared and the one with the highest fitness is added to $\hat{M}_g$. This process is repeated until $|\hat{M}_g| = |\mathcal{M}_g| - k$, where $k$ is the number of elites. The value $t = 2$ is commonly used in EA literature and in the experiments in this paper also.

Step 2 – Mutation and Crossover: For each $M_{gi}$, a uniform mutation operator $\gamma$ is applied by introducing multiplicative Gaussian noise independently to each variable in $h_{gi}$. The mutation operator can randomly and independently reinitialize every variable as well. This approach allows for the exploration of novel combinations of hyperparameters. After mutation, a uniform crossover operator $\xi$ is applied, where each variable in $h_{gi}$ is randomly swapped (50% probability) with the same variable from another individual in $\mathcal{M}_g$, resulting in the creation of $\hat{h}_{gi}$. $D_{gi}$ is copied from $M_{gi}$ and combined with $\hat{h}_{gi}$ to form the unevaluated individual $\hat{N}_{gi}$.

Step 3 – Fitness Evaluation with Elitism: The evaluation process proceeds as described above and results in evaluated individuals $\bar{N}_g$. After evaluation, EPBT uses an elitism heuristic to preserve progress. In elitism without any Novelty Selection, $\mathcal{M}_g$ is sorted by $f_gi$ and the best $k$ performing individuals $\hat{M}_g \subset \mathcal{M}_g$ are preserved and combined with $\bar{N}_g$ to form $\hat{M}_{g+1}$, the population for the next generation. With Novelty Selection, the $k$ individuals are selected based on a combination of fitness and novelty, as was described in Section 2.5. By default, $k$ is set to half of the population size, which is a popular value in literature. In the same way that mutation and crossover encourage exploration of a search space, elitism allows for the exploitation of promising regions in the search space.

3.3 Loss Function Parameterization

Loss functions are represented by leveraging the TaylorGLO parameterization. This parameterization is defined as a fixed set of continuous values, in contrast to the original GLO parameterization based on trees [9]. TaylorGLO loss functions have several functional advantages over GLO: they are inherently more stable, smooth, and lack discontinuities [10]. Furthermore, because of their simple and compact representation as a continuous vector, TaylorGLO functions can be easily tuned using black-box methods. Specifically in this paper, a third-order TaylorGLO loss function with parameters $\theta_0 \ldots \theta_7$, is used:

$$L(y, \hat{y}) = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_1^d \left[ \theta_0 (\hat{y}_i - y_i) + \frac{1}{2} \theta_1 (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2 + \frac{1}{3} \theta_2 (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^3 + \ldots + \frac{1}{m} \theta_m (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^m \right],$$

where $y$ is the sample’s true label in one-hot form, and $\hat{y}$ is the network’s prediction (i.e., scaled logits). The eight parameters ($\theta_0 \ldots \theta_7$) are stored in $h_{gi}$ and optimized using EPBT.

3.4 Novelty Selection and Pulsation

Novelty Pulsation works by turning Novelty Selection on and off at each evaluation cycle interval $\rho$, changing how elite individuals are chosen during Step 3. When Novelty Selection is on, $\mathcal{M}_g$ is first increased to include the most fit $m > k$ candidates, and then filtered down to $k$ most novel elites as described in Section 2.5. For the experiments in this paper, the behavior metric used to compute novelty is a binary vector indicating whether the candidate correctly predicts the classes of a randomly chosen $N$-sized subset of the validation data. This behavior metric encourages evolution to discover models that can perform well generally and not just overfit to a few classes in particular. Preliminary experiments showed that setting $m = 3/2k$, $N = 400$, and $\rho = 5$ works well and helps protect against premature convergence.

3.5 Population-Based Distillation

To avoid overfitting during evolution, model evaluation includes a variant of knowledge distillation [16]. The main idea in knowledge distillation is to construct training targets as a linear combination of sample labels and the predictions of a better performing teacher model. A model from the previous epoch can be used as a teacher, resulting in a strong regularizing effect [23]. Thus, in PBD, the loss for an individual’s model $D_{gi}$ is computed as

$$L(y, \hat{y}) = L(\hat{x} \ast \hat{y}_p + (1 - \hat{x}) \ast y, \hat{y}),$$

where $\hat{y}_p$ are the predictions of the best individual in the previous generation, $\hat{x} = x \ast (t/T)$ where $t$ is the number of training epochs elapsed, $T$ the total number of training epochs, and $x$ is a scalar between 0 and 1. As in prior work [23], to minimize the effect of inaccurate teacher models in the beginning, $\hat{x}$ is initialized at zero.
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and then increased linearly with the number of training epochs. Thus, PBD regularizes against overfitting to the validation dataset by smoothing the target labels and making for better-behaved gradients, allowing evolution to proceed more reliably.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the effectiveness of EPBT, the algorithm was applied to optimize loss functions for two popular image classification datasets: CIFAR-10 and SVHN. Experimental results and comparisons to multiple baselines are presented below.

4.1 CIFAR-10

CIFAR-10 [25] is a widely used image classification dataset consisting of 60,000 natural images in ten classes. The dataset is composed of a training set of 50,000 images and a test set of 10,000 images. For evaluating individuals in EPBT, the training set was split into a separate validation set of 1,250 images and smaller training set with 48,750 images. To control noise during evaluations, the validation dataset was artificially enlarged to 25,000 images through data augmentation. The fitness was calculated by finding the classification accuracy of the trained model on this set. The test accuracies of each individual’s model after evaluation were also recorded for comparison purposes only.

To understand the improvements brought about by EPBT, two baselines were created. The first baseline is a model trained without EPBT: a 32-layer residual network (ResNet-32) with 0.47 million weights that was initialized with the He method [14, 15]. The model was trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for 200 epochs on all 50,000 training images with a batch size of 128, momentum of 0.9, and cross-entropy loss. A fixed learning rate schedule that starts at 0.1 and decays by a factor of 5 at 60, 120, and 160 epochs was used. Input images were normalized to have unit pixel variance and a mean pixel value of zero before training while data augmentation techniques such as random flips, translations, and cutout [6] were applied during training.

The second baseline is a reimplementation of the original PBT algorithm that was used to optimize DNNs on the CIFAR-10 dataset [21]. The training setup was similar to the first baseline but with learning rate as an evolvable hyperparameter. Unlike EPBT, PBT only makes uses of truncation selection, where the weights and loss parameters from the top 25% of the population were copied over to the bottom 25% every generation, and simple mutation, where the hyperparameters were tuned using a mixture of both random resets and multiplicative perturbations of magnitude 1.2. PBT was run for 25 generations, each with eight epochs of training (for a total of 200 epochs), and with a population size of 40. The learning rate was randomly initialized between 0.1 and 0.0001.

The experiments with EPBT were run using a similar training setup as described above. Like the PBT baselines, EPBT was run for 25 generations of eight epochs each and with a population size of 40. Besides the TaylorGLO loss function parameterization, EPBT optimized the hyperparameters for SGD learning rate schedule and momentum as well. The learning rate schedule was based on the one used by the first baseline but with a tunable scaling and decay factor. This search space allows for the exploration of novel schedules but can rediscover the original schedule if necessary. EPBT was configured similarly as the PBT baseline, but with an elitism size of k = 20 and with the initial TaylorGLO parameters sampled uniformly between −10 and 10.

The test accuracies of each baseline and best model in EPBT’s population, averaged over five independent runs with standard error, are shown in Figure 2. EPBT converges rapidly to the highest test accuracy and outperforms all other baselines. Baseline 2 (PBT) results in the worst performance, followed by the Baseline 1, which does not use a population at all. The relatively poor performance of PBT might be because it does not explicitly optimize for learning rate schedules. Previous work has shown that decaying the learning rate at crucial moments during training is important [54]. On the other hand, EPBT’s more advanced parameterization and Novelty Pulsation heuristic allows for more principled, yet diverse learning rate schedules to be discovered.

EPBT can also be scaled up to larger DNN architectures with more weights. In Figure 3, Baseline 1 and EPBT were used to train four different wide residual networks [56] with different number of layers, but with similar number of parameters (11 million). The four architectures, in order of increasing depth, are: WRN-10-12, WRN-16-8, WRN-22-6, and WRN-28-5. EPBT is able to achieve noticeable improvements over Baseline 1 for all of the networks, reaching a better test accuracy at a faster pace. However, the final performance difference between the baseline and EPBT does decrease as the architecture becomes more complicated. Recent work has shown that DNNs are implicitly self-regularizing and thus might benefit less from external regularization as they increase in depth and size [35].
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation (over five runs) of final test accuracies on the CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets. EPBT outperforms the baselines for all of the architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CIFAR-10, ResNet-32</th>
<th>CIFAR-10, WRN-10-12</th>
<th>CIFAR-10, WRN-16-8</th>
<th>CIFAR-10, WRN-22-6</th>
<th>CIFAR-10, WRN-28-5</th>
<th>SVHN, ResNet-32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 1 (no PBT)</td>
<td>92.42 (0.21)</td>
<td>94.18 (0.09)</td>
<td>95.66 (0.13)</td>
<td>95.87 (0.18)</td>
<td>95.95 (0.07)</td>
<td>97.81 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 2 (PBT)</td>
<td>91.53 (0.56)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPBT</td>
<td>92.79 (0.15)</td>
<td>94.38 (0.14)</td>
<td>95.79 (0.08)</td>
<td>96.05 (0.09)</td>
<td>96.02 (0.12)</td>
<td>98.08 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section analyzes the performance and computational complexity of EPBT, as well as the loss functions and learning rate schedules that EPBT discovered.

5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This section analyzes the performance and computational complexity of EPBT, as well as the loss functions and learning rate schedules that EPBT discovered.

5.1 Performance

A summary of the final test accuracies at the end of training for EPBT and the baselines is shown in Table 1. The results show that EPBT achieves the best results for multiple datasets and model architectures. Another noticeable benefit provided by EPBT is the ability to train models to convergence significantly faster than non-population based methods, especially with a limited number of training epochs. This is because multiple models are simultaneously trained with EPBT, each with different loss functions. If progress is made in one of the models, its higher fitness leads to that model’s loss function or weights being shared among the rest of the models, thus lifting their performance as well.

Table 2 details how many epochs of training are required for EPBT to surpass the fully trained performance of the baselines.

4.2 SVHN

To demonstrate that loss function optimization scales with dataset size, EPBT was applied to SVHN [41], a larger image classification task. This dataset is composed of around 600,000 training images and 26,000 testing images. Following existing practices [19], the dataset was normalized but no data augmentation was used during training. The baseline model was optimized with SGD on the full training set for a total of 40 epochs, with the learning rate decaying from 0.1 by a factor of 10 at 20 and 30 epochs. EPBT was run for 40 generations, each with one epoch of training, and a validation set of 30,000 images was separated for evaluating individuals. Otherwise, the experiment setup was identical to the CIFAR-10 domain.

Figure 4 gives a comparison of EPBT against Baseline 1 in the SVHN domain. As expected, EPBT achieves higher test accuracy than the baseline. Like in the earlier experiments with CIFAR-10 and ResNet-32, both EPBT variants learn faster and converge to a high test accuracy at the end of training. Interestingly, while the baseline begins to overfit and drop in accuracy at the end of training, EPBT’s regularization mechanisms allow it to avoid this effect and maintain performance.
set, while EPBT is not. These experiments thus demonstrate the power of EPBT in not just training better models but doing it faster too.

The experiments also suggest that EPBT’s main components, i.e. the metalearning evolutionary loop, genetic operators, Novelty Selection and Pulsation, TaylorGLO parameterization, and PBD, serve as powerful metalearning and regularization tools when combined. While each component has its own weaknesses, other components can help mitigate them. For example, TaylorGLO is useful for its regularizing effects, but the search space is large and potentially deceptive. However, Novelty Selection and Pulsation can help overcome this deception by maintaining population diversity. Similarly, PBD is a powerful general regularization tool that requires a good teacher model to work. Conveniently, such a model is provided by the elite individuals in EPBT’s population.

### 5.2 Computational Complexity

Compared to simpler hyperparameter tuning methods that do not interleave training and optimization, EPBT is much more efficient. On the CIFAR-10 dataset, EPBT discovered 40 new loss functions during the first generation and an additional 20 loss functions every subsequent generation. EPBT was run for 25 generations and thus was able to explore up to 520 unique TaylorGLO parameterizations. This process is efficient despite how large the search space is; if grid search is performed at intervals of 1,0, a total of $21^8$ (38 billion) unique loss function parameterizations will have to be evaluated.

Furthermore, the computational complexity of EPBT scales linearly with the population size and not with the number of loss functions explored. Loss function evaluation is efficient in EPBT because it is not necessary to retrain the model from scratch whenever a new loss function is discovered; the model’s weights are copied over from an existing model with good performance. If each of the 520 discovered loss functions was used to fully train a model from random initialization, over 100,000 epochs of training would be required, much higher than the 8,000 epochs EPBT needed.

Because EPBT evaluates all the individuals in the population in parallel, the real-time complexity of each generation is not significantly higher than training a single model for the same number of epochs. Furthermore, the amount of time spent is smaller; the population size is not increased over time. This allows EPBT to be used on a variety of different datasets and network architectures.

### 5.3 Loss Functions

Do the loss functions discovered by EPBT stay static or adapt to the current stage of the training process? An analysis of functions discovered by EPBT during an experiment indicates that they do change significantly over the generations.

To characterize how the loss functions adapt with increased training, the ancestries for the best candidates across five different runs on CIFAR-10 with ResNet-32 are shown in Figure 5. The cross-entropy loss (as used in Baseline 1) is plotted for comparison as well. Ancestry is determined by tracing the sequence of individuals $M_0 \ldots M_n$, where $M_{g-1}j$ is the parent whose $D_{g-1}j$ and $h_{g-1}j$ were used to create $M_gj$. The sequence is simplified by removing any duplicate individuals that do not change between generations due to elitism, thus causing some runs to have shorter ancestries.

Because the loss functions are multidimensional, graphing them is not straightforward. However, for visualization purposes, the losses can be simplified into a 2D binary classification modality where $y = 1$ represents a perfect prediction, and $y = 0$ represents a completely incorrect prediction [9]. This approach makes it clear that the loss generally decreases as the predicted labels become more accurate and closer to the ground-truth labels.

There is an interesting trend across all five runs: the loss functions discovered by EPBT during an experiment are much more accurate and closer to the ground-truth labels.
to the training data by penalizing low-entropy prediction distributions centered around \( y = 1 \). Similar behavior was observed when training using GLO [9].

The plots also show that the loss functions change shape as training progresses. As the number of epochs increases, the slope near \( y = 1 \) becomes increasingly positive, suggesting less regularization would occur. This result is consistent with recent research that suggests regularization is most important during a critical period early in the training process [7]. If regularization is reduced or removed after this critical period, generalization sometimes may even improve. In EPBT, this principle was discovered and optimized without any prior knowledge as part of the metalearning process. EPBT thus provides an automatic way for exploring metaknowledge that could be difficult to come upon manually.

Since different stages of EPBT utilize different types of loss functions, it is possible that a single static loss might not be optimal for the entire training process. Furthermore, loss functions that change makes sense considering that the learning dynamics for some DNNs are non-stationary or unstable [21]. For example, adaptive losses might improve the training of generative adversarial networks [11, 43].

### 5.4 Learning Rate Schedules

In addition to the TaylorGLO parameters, EPBT also optimized SGD hyperparameters such as learning rate schedule and momentum. Figure 6 shows how these parameters of the best individual in the population changes over the course of an EPBT run (CIFAR-10, ResNet-32). While momentum remains mostly the same with some occasional dips and bumps, there is a clear downward, decaying trend for learning rate. The discovered learning rate schedule shares several similarities with hand designed schedules: both use high learning rates early in training for rapid learning but lower learning rates later to fine tune the model weights. More interestingly, there appears to be several cycles in the EPBT optimized schedule where the learning rate repeatedly goes up and down. This might be due to the beneficial effects of cyclic learning rates in helping SGD escape from saddle points in the loss landscape during training [48].

### 6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

When viewed from the EA perspective, EPBT is a more complex variant of PBT [21]. Mutation corresponds to the explore step and elitism corresponds to the exploit step in PBT. Besides Novelty Pulsation, EPBT improves upon PBT in two major ways. First, EPBT makes use of uniform Gaussian mutation (compared to the deterministic mutation in PBT) and uniform crossover. These biologically inspired heuristics allow PBT to scale better to higher dimensions. In particular, the crossover operator plays an important role in discovering good global solutions in large search spaces [8, 53]. Second, EPBT utilizes tournament selection, a heuristic that helps prevent premature convergence to a local optimum [47].

One possible direction of future work is to allow the loss function parameterization to take the current state of training as input, potentially resulting in more refined training and better performance. Alternatively, domain information could be taken into account, allowing the learned loss function schedules to be more easily transferred to different tasks. EPBT could also be extended to include neural architecture search to jointly optimize network structure and loss functions. A more detailed study on how network architecture impacts EPBT performance and what components are necessary for training a particular DNN architectures could also lead to better models in the future. Another compelling direction would be to understand the synergies of the various components of EPBT. Ablation studies can be used to characterize the contribution that each component provides. Lastly, more experimental runs can be performed to improve statistical analysis of EPBT and the baselines.

### 7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents EPBT, an evolutionary algorithm for regularization metalearning. EPBT first improves upon PBT by introducing more advanced genetic operators. It then focuses it on regularization by evolving TaylorGLO loss functions. The deceptive interactions of weight and loss adaptation require more diversity, which is achieved through Novelty Pulsation, and more careful avoidance of overfitting, which is achieved through Population-Based Distillation. On the CIFAR-10 and SVHN image classification benchmarks with several ResNet and Wide Resnet architectures, EPBT achieved faster and better model training. An analysis of the optimized loss functions suggests that these advantages stem from discovering strong regularization automatically. Furthermore, an adaptive loss function schedule naturally emerges as a likely key to achieving such performance. EPBT thus forms a practical method for regularization metalearning in deep networks.
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